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Legendary Director Li Han-hsiang␣
The young Li Han-hsiang displayed his talent with Singing under the Moon (1953) and Blood in Snow (1956). In

1956, he joined Shaws, and made a name for himself with The Kingdom and the Beauty (1959), Rear Entrance

(1960), The Love Eterne (1963), and other titles. In 1963, he established Grand Motion Picture Company with

the support of Cathay Organisation and Union Film Company. He rejoined Shaw Brothers in 1972, leaping into

a world of tricksters and erotica. A decade later, in 1982, he founded New Kwun Lun Film Production Co Ltd and

broke new ground again, this time up north.

Director Li’s relationship with Shaws was long and intricate and his non-Shaw era was somehow groundbreaking

to the film industry. Shaw Brothers of the 1960s was immense, resplendent, and magnificent. By leaving it to

set up Grand, Li made a decision that proved to have vital implications for talent grooming and cinematic

development in Taiwan. He did not direct many works during that period. But the sensitive and delicate touches

in The Winter (1969) reaffirmed his literary prowess and invoked nostalgia for the much missed artist in him...

Detailed historical information and discussion will be found in the HKFA’s retrospective programme (March

to May) and the soon-to-be published Li Han-hsiang, Storyteller (see pages 3 to 7).  [clkwok@lcsd.gov.hk]

Cover Li Han-hsiang
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Il messaggero

Li Han-hsiang,
Storyteller
Wong Ain-ling 
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Li Han-hsiang and King Hu belonged to the same generation of

filmmakers, and became buddies in the 1950s, when both were still

down and out. They formed a brotherly alliance with other film

veterans, Ma Li, Song Cunshou, Feng Yi, Chiang Kuang-chao and Shen

Zhong, and called themselves ‘The Seven Idlers’. Both Li and Hu came

from Northern China, and their upbringing was steeped in the culture

and heritage of the ancient capital, Beijing. The art of Beijing opera

was deeply ingrained in their aesthetics and became the foundation

of King Hu’s cinematic style. As for Li, his creative inspiration was culled

from both the grandeur and decadence of the imperial court, and the

vibrancy and vulgarity of the common folk who ply their trade near

the bustling Tianqiao area.

Interestingly, though King Hu’s career path did not exactly run

smooth, during his lifetime, he was a darling of critical and scholarly

establishments, and received almost unanimous critical acclaim for

his works. On the contrary, throughout Li’s career, with its dramatic

up and down swings, there is a severe lack of systematic study of his

life and works, though he produced an opus of over a hundred films. A

key factor can be attributed to the hotchpotch of genres he dabbled

in—from pure and earthy wenyi films to lavish period costume dramas,

from meticulously researched historical epics to tongue-in-cheek

fengyue films (soft-core sex films set in historical times) and cautionary

tales about cheating. Unlike King Hu, who single-mindedly devoted

his lifetime to perfecting his art, completing only a dozen or so films

with a unified style and vision, Li Han-hsiang is too difficult to pin

down or categorise.

Law Kar, critic and former Programmer for the HKFA, mentioned in

a recent conversation that the appraisal of Li Han-hsiang was radically

different in various eras and countries. I was fascinated, and out of

curiosity, flipped through Chinese Student Weekly published in the early

1960s. I discovered that Empress Wu Tse-tien (1963), now considered

the exemplary Hong Kong studio epic, was the butt of vicious criticism.

When the film was presented at Cannes, western critics were quite

scathing in their reviews: ‘Il messaggero, the Roman Catholic

Democratic Party’s newspaper wrote: “Empress Wu Tse-tien’s flaws are

unforgivable to anyone who knows even an inkling about cinema. The

director’s work cannot be called a film; it is a mere serial photo story

Empress Wu Tse-tien

Li Han-hsiang, Storyteller is to be
published in late March 2007.

4
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that we find in many magazines”’, (Bai Jingrui, ‘Critics at Cannes Trash

Empress Wu Tse-tien’, 1963/6/14). Local critics were more civilised in

their reviews, though no less critical: ‘One can say it is a comprehensive

historical text (though the correctness of viewpoint is another matter).

Both the historical figures and facts are neatly laid out but it lacks the

tautness and urgency of modern cinema’, (‘A Random Discussion of

Empress Wu Tse-tien and Seven Samurai’, 1963/6/21); ‘There was a

maelstrom of emotions and desires whirling around that woman, and

the people and events related to her. Li might have given an effective

treatment of some emotions and moods, but he couldn’t grasp the

whole magnitude of such a colourful life. The reason for this, to put it

simply, is Li’s own lack of diverse interests, and his limitation in creative

vision’, (Tian Ge, ‘Wu Tse-tien’, 1963/6/21).

In 1984, thanks to the Hong Kong International Film Festival’s

retrospective programme, local critics began to see this film in a new

light. Veteran critic Sek Kei maintained that the film ‘has been neglected

for two decades; it’s about time it makes a comeback’, (‘Li Han-hsiang’s

Empress Wu Tse-tien: A Great Find in HKIFF’, Ming Pao Evening Post,

1984/2/27). In 2002, Empress was named one of the Best 200 Chinese

Classics by the Hong Kong Film Critics Society: ‘Li Han-hsiang laid his

dialectic premise in his palace sagas, imbuing Empress with an obviously

feminist stance…. The audience may embrace the film as a spectacle

(its costumes, sets and props all promise to delight), but it would come

as a heavenly gem if one takes it as a palace film in its own right’,

(‘Stephen Teo on Empress Wu Tse-tien’, The Best 200 Chinese Classics,

2002).

In this event, four of Li’s works were included among the 200 best

Chinese films. The other three included The Love Eterne (1963), the

classic Hong Kong huangmei diao opera film, the back-to-basics wenyi

film The Winter (1969) made during his stint at Grand Motion Picture

Company, and Reign Behind a Curtain (1983), his expedition to China

to pursue his lifelong dream of making Qing Dynasty imperial court

sagas. And one should not overlook another film that made it to the

Best 200 list—At Dawn (1968), another production of Grand. Though

it was helmed by Song Cunshou, the overall concept and creative force

behind the work no doubt came from Li himself. Whether it’s a matter

of genre, studio aesthetics or industry links with Hong Kong, the

People’s Republic of China and Taiwan, Li Han-hsiang was a mover-

and-shaker in the Chinese film industry. On the occasion of the tenth

anniversary of Li’s death, Li Han-hsiang, Storyteller contains first-hand

recollections of stars and production staff who worked with the director

that form a fascinating, multidimensional portrait of the man; as well

as writers from several regions who re-evaluate his opus in terms of

genre, historical vision, the Chinese film industry, and gender. With

the exception of one or two writers, most contributors are approaching

Li’s works from a relatively systematic way for the first time. New

themes and perspectives have emerged, such as Beijing local culture

and narrative arts; historical vision and film textuality; fengyue film,

pornography and feminism; cheating, human nature and Hong Kong

cinema…

If a consistent image or appraisal of Li Han-hsiang cannot be gleaned

from this retrospective, it is because he is characteristically full of

contradictions. Just like the enigmatic historical figures in his films, he

is someone who demands to be re-evaluated by setting aside all kinds

of preconceptions and prejudices.  (Translated by Maggie Lee) 

Wong Ain-ling is Research Officer of the HKFA.

At Dawn

The Winter

5
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The Qing Dynasty costumes in Shaw
Brothers’ wardrobe are antiques
acquired at auctions.

Newspaper clipping on Golden
Lotus furnished by Hu Chin.

Focus

Tracing Li Han-hsiang’s
Film Relics Winnie Fu

Li used to collect photos of women in lotus shoes.

Li’s hand-copied version of Cao
Hanmei’s painting6
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Director Li Han-hsiang passed away exactly ten years ago. An

exceptionally talented and versatile virtuoso whose films were no less

controversial than his working style, Li surely deserves a close re-

reading. It was with this belief in mind that the HKFA embarked on a

journey to rediscover Li Han-hsiang’s treasures.

First Stop: Shaw Brothers’ Wardrobe
Director Li did not leave behind many

personal items in his wake. Some had

been discarded, others sold off. His

family said even his most intimate

possessions had been buried with his

wife Zhang Cuiying when she passed

away. On account of  L i ’s  c lose

relationship with Shaw Brothers, we

began by knocking on their door.  Our

search was made smoother by the

helpful Mr Lawrence Wong who,

rea l i s i ng  we  we re  p l ann ing  a

retrospective of the great director,

offered us contact numbers of film veterans and a one-day visit of

their studio in Clear Water Bay so that we could search for Li’s film

costumes in the massive wardrobe.

Arriving at the wardrobe, we were overwhelmed. Rows and rows of

gigantic ceiling-height steel sliding closets were all filled to the brim

with costumes—in perfect order and neatly separated by gender and

era! How could we ever finish going through them? The answer came

in the form of a catalogue on a shelf. Searching for the costume codes

with images and film names, we managed to locate the costumes

used by Linda Lin Dai and Hu Chin in

The Kingdom and the Beauty (1959)

and Golden Lotus (1974) respectively.

Second Stop: Up North
Li has two actress daughters—elder

sister Margaret Li now living in Beijing

and younger sister Mary Lee working

in  Hong  Kong . My  co l l eagues

interviewed Margaret earlier and were

told that she still has some of her

father’s collectables in Beijing. We paid

a visit to the capital in the dead of

winter and uncovered Li’s second

treasure—a ‘bathing beauty’ painting

The meticulously compiled
costume catalogue

from Cao Hanmei’s ‘The Golden Lotus’ hand-copied by none other

than Li himself, and a whole suitcase of photo albums.

Margaret said her father had many hobbies. Besides antiques and

paintings, he loved collecting those three-inch ‘lotus shoes’ and images

of women with bound feet. Surrounded by Margaret’s playful Pekingese,

my colleague Wong Siu-fong and I frolicked to her heart’s content in

the playground of memory.

Our trip up to the north was an unforgettable and rewarding

experience. We uncovered several dozen items including pictures of

bound-feet women, Li’s working stills, family photos, screen shots, and

a few scrap books.

Third Stop: IMing with Hu Chin
Actress Hu Chin owes her stardom to Li

who was also her godfather. She brought

to life the character Pan Jinlian in the

Golden Lotus series, thereby kicking off

a trend of stylish fengyue films (soft-

core sex films set in historical times).

Still remember the day when the

programming team successfully linked

up with Hu’s MSN account. Over our chat, she whipped us into a frenzy

of excitement, ‘You know what? I still have some accessories and

Chinese lingerie used in my films…’

The nicer surprise was that she

was coming to Hong Kong to visit

her friends in January. We made our

best effort to line up a meeting

with her, and asked her to lend us

some prop jewellery for the

exhibition, such as jade pendants,

gold bracelets, necklaces and jade

earrings.

We met at a hotel in Tsim Sha Tsui. Hu arrived in a red suit, looking

even more stunning in person than on screen. She was also vivacious,

expansive and quick-witted, oozing class in her every movement and

gesture. We chatted a lot about her impressions of Director Li and she

stressed that we should not undermine the artistic value of Li’s ‘erotic’

attempts in movies.

To know more about Li Han-hsiang and his stars, look out for the ‘Li

Han-hsiang, Storyteller’ exhibition and screenings in late March.

(Translated by Piera Chen) 

Winnie Fu is Programmer (Cultural Exchange) of the HKFA.

Li used real tigers in Tiger Killer,
showing his rarely known
tenderness with the kiddies.

Working still furnished by Margaret Li.

7
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Prop jewellery furnished by Hu Chin.
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The Songfest

The Swallow Thief
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A bewildered Golden Swallow reading the riddle of a song in
Come Drink with Me, beautifully underscored with a soft elegy
played by Wong Ching-kuen.

Wong Ching-kuen (1st left) was the lead flutist in the Sino-British Orchestra.

Wong Ching-kuen (right) and Lui Pui-yuen
playing ‘Moonlight on Spring River’ at a
Radio Television Hong Kong concert.
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Dr Wong Ching-kuen, the writer’s father, was a renowned

flutist and xiao (Chinese vertical bamboo flute) player in

the 1960s. He had made significant contributions to the

development of xiao music, and was a pivotal figure in the

promotion of traditional Chinese music in Hong Kong. His

involvement with Mandarin film music is an interesting

footnote in his musical career.

 The first time when father took part in a recording session in a film

studio, he came home and remarked quite casually over the dinner

table: ‘They asked me to teach Li Lihua how to hold a bamboo flute

today.’

To teach Li Lihua, a big star, how to hold a bamboo flute, this certainly

was the stuff of a headline story! But father was putting it so lightly,

as if nothing extraordinary had happened. The rest of the family

therefore, assumed that nothing extraordinary had indeed happened,

and went on with our dinner.

We found out later that the film in which father played his xiao that

day was a Li Lihua and Yan Jun costume drama called Happy Union

(1957). Whether father was the ‘ghost player’ for Li Lihua we never

find out—we never watched Chinese films those days.

Some three years later, the man who asked father to play in a film

music recording session, a certain Uncle Kei Shang-tong, came to ask

father again, this time to play for a film called The Swallow Thief (1961).

Father went to see the preview, but again came home with hardly any

comment on the film. But soon there were more offers coming his

way, and Uncle Kei was not the only one who asked. And so the list

went on: Madam White Snake (1962), Dream of the Red Chamber (1962),

The Male Bride (1962), A Fine Romance (1962), Little Lotus (1963), A

Maid from Heaven (1963), A Story of Three Loves (1964), The Songfest

(1965), Come Drink with Me (1966), some twenty films in all.

Father was a keen musician, and was so ardently serious about his

playing that his fame as a flutist overrode that of his own profession,

that of a medical doctor. Before he was even involved with film music,

he was already the lead flutist in the non-professional Sino-British

Orchestra, the former incarnation of the Hong Kong Philharmonic

Orchestra. Film music materialised only after he became interested in

his study of the Chinese xiao.

Back then, when film studios or record companies required players

of western musical instruments, they usually recruited Filipino

musicians—hiring of so-called serious music virtuosi was unheard of.

But then, xiao players were rare in Hong Kong in those days, and father

was definitely a rarity among rarities. In looking for ways to improve

the performance of the xiao, he combined the playing techniques of

the traditional xiao with that of the western flute, coming up with an

amalgamation of two quite distinctive styles. He modified the

instrument, even making his own xiao from natural bamboos. The result

was a rounded and forceful sound, more expressive than what the

traditional xiao could offer. This caught people’s attention.

The film music in which father took part were almost exclusively

those from Mandarin pictures produced by the so-called ‘Two Greats’,

MP & GI and Shaws. MP & GI specialised in modern dress pictures; it

was not until its latter days when they began making costume and

period dramas did father get involved, and it was always Uncle Kei

who came and asked. On the other hand, it was always Zhou Lanping

and Wang Fuling who wrote music that called for father’s xiao playing

at Shaws. Yao Min, who was still very active in those days, never came

and asked father. This became some sort of a mystery, which kept me

wondering for some time. It was not until quite recently, when I gained

better knowledge of how the system worked in film and music

recording of those times that I began to comprehend what might have

happened.

Composers in those days, it turned out, had to go through

bandleaders to recruit musicians. When the music was written, the

composer passed it to the bandleaders to put together a session band

to do the recording. Lui Pui-yuen, who was a renowned pipa virtuoso

often playing with father in concerts, was himself a bandleader. Any

time a xiao part came along, he would come and ask father. Yao Min

had his own ensemble, and consequently, his own bandleader, so he

never recruited anyone outside his own circle. I went through The

Enchanting Shadow (1960) that Yao Min wrote the music , and

discovered that there were quite extensive xiao passages in the film.

But it was the northern xiao Yao Min used, which has a frail, weeping

tone, quite an opposite to the robust sound of the southern xiao which

father played. Yao Min advocates a delicate, mannerly style; father’s

vigorous playing would be out of place in his compositions.

Wong Kee-chee

Feature

Letter Ten Matched
with Letter Ten
How Father’s Affair with
Film Music Commenced

The Male Bride

10
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(played by Elliot Yueh Hua), for fear of eavesdroppers, related the

message about where the kidnapped Magistrate Zhang was hidden to

the Golden Swallow (played by Cheng Pei-pei) by means of a riddle

song. The leisurely but melancholic song, punctuated by father’s xiao,

reached the ears of Golden Swallow, who failed to decipher the meaning

of the riddle. Dejected, she went upstairs to her room in the inn she

was staying. With the rooftops of the houses in the small town framed

by the window, and the mosquito net swaying moodily in the

foreground, father’s xiao solo continued to play out the melody of the

song, until finally, Golden Swallow worked out the message in the

riddle:

A dot and a level stroke,

A slash extending to the South Seas.

Letter Ten matched with Letter Ten,

As the sun paired with the moon.

The answer was of course, the Chinese character ‘temple’.

There is a touch of zen in the sequence. ‘Letter Ten matched with

Letter Ten’ appeared to denote also the coming together of chance

and opportunity. Matters come to a head as fate wills it, much as

chance led about father’s involvement with film music. And matching

the Letter Ten of yond with the Letter Ten of the present, one seems to

discover new reasons and new meanings.

Such is the riddle and its answer, brought together by the music of

father’s xiao.  

Wong Kee-chee is artist, translator, writer. Used to work as lecturer in the School

of Communication of Hong Kong Baptist University and as producer/director for

local television stations. His publications include The Age of Shanghainese Pops

1930-1970, 2000 and  Mei Shao He Geng Yuan De Yueliang (Moon Over the Plum

Grove and Beyond), 2006.

Apart from the atmospheric and narrative film music, there were

the film songs. Uncle Kei for example, wrote the song ‘The Jade Flute’

for MP & GI’s The Male Bride specially with father’s xiao solo in mind.

When the huangmei diao (yellow plum opera, originated in Anhui) films

were popular, father’s xiao could be heard amidst many singing passages

in various films. His favourite however, was the duo with the dubbing

singer Tsin Ting in The Songfest. This is a shan ge (mountain song) film,

and the song was adapted from the Yunnan folksong ‘The Embroidered

Purse’. Tsin Ting’s singing was bright and hearty, while father’s playing

was lively and spirited. The scene was an exterior shot on the banks of

a broad river, all the more pleasing with such a feisty song.

All these participations in film music exposed me too to some new

and exciting experiences. If the recording date fell on a holiday, I would

usually go with father to the film studios. The film dubbing studios in

those days tended to be huge and spacious, especially the one in Shaws.

More than a hundred people could easily fit into those studios, with

ample spaces to spare. At the back of the studio would be a huge

screen. When recording, the musicians would sit with their backs to

the screen and the conductor (usually the composer himself) would

stand facing the screen. At a given signal, the passage to be dubbed

would be projected onto the screen, and the orchestra would play

expressively with great attention while the conductor would wave his

baton with his eyes fixed on the screen, with occasional glances at the

score. Songs would be recorded separately, to be played back during

filming for the actors to mime. When a particularly spectacular song

was called for, over a hundred people—singers, chorus and orchestra—

would be crammed into the studio, which was quite a sight.

 Time goes by, and it is now forty years since father passed away. I

was approached recently by a producer of a record company, who spent

some twenty years searching for tapes of father’s performances, and

wished to put them on CD. I was asked to take part in the production,

and as such, got in touch with Uncle Kei and Mr Lui Pui-yuen again,

after losing contact for quite a lengthy period. Inevitably, old memories

were recalled.

I looked again at some of the films in which father played his xiao,

many of which were somewhat haphazard. But then, there is this

sequence from Come Drink with Me in which the Drunken Swordsman

(Back row, 3rd, 4th & 6th left) Tang Chi-
ming, Wong Ching-kuen, Lui Pui-yuen;
(middle row, 2nd right) Ng Nai-long;
(front row, 1st right) Sham Yung at the Shaw
Studio dubbing room.

11
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The problem of rapid image quality degradation resulting from

excessive duplication was found soon after the invention of positive

and negative system of photography. It is the characteristic weakness

of a typical analogue information system when over-duplication would

cause the degradation of information content with each successive

generation of duplication. Conventional motion picture film is a typical

analogue information system. A positive image is derived from the

negative image  which was in turn, made by exposure to the reflected

light from a real-life object. If necessary, a number of positive images

can be made from the same negative, all with almost identical image.

It is the time when the original negative (which can be termed first

generation from the real-life object) is damaged, lost or untraceable

that duplication from the available positive would become the only

viable option.

Although it is obvious that ‘film generation’ is one of the most

commonly encountered terms in every film production or restoration

project, it is not an easy task to define the term as there is still no

universally accepted definition at the moment. Even within the film

archiving community a film generation may bear a meaning of each

stage in the printing history from negative to positive or otherwise.

On the other hand, when talking about a film generation, some people

expect that the resultant material would be of the same polarity as

the starting material in the duplication process. In other words, they

are referring to each printing stage from negative to positive and to

negative again or, if the starting materials are positive, the result of

the whole process should be a positive, that is, two steps constitute a

film generation. Therefore, it is hard to tell with absolute certainty the

actual number of printing ‘stages’ involved just from the number of

generations reported.

Nowadays, it is rare to find release materials printed directly from

the original negative (first generation material).   Thus, printing the

second or even the third generation materials as the protection element

(to protect the investment of the film) from the original seems to be

inevitable that duplicates were made in the form of positive which in

turn would be used to make duplicate negative, but anyway it is never

meant to be projected like the release print. In this sense, one day

when the original camera or working negative is not available, the

duplicate positive can be used to make new negative for striking more

release prints. Usually the positive and the negative (they are

collectively termed pre-print materials) so made are kept in air-

conditioned storage in order to prevent physical deterioration. They

are also very precious materials for acquisition from the film archivist’s

point of view since they contain better image of the film than the

release print. Furthermore, usually pre-print materials would have lower

contrast than the release print and are therefore considered more

suitable for duplication and printing preservation elements or projection

copies.

As mentioned above, the number of generation, to a certain extent,

would affect the image quality; the image contrast would increase

and the image of later generations would appear more blurry than

that of previous generations. Determination of film generation for

available materials is therefore of utmost importance prior to the

elucidation of restoration scheme in every film restoration project. It

is also important in ascertaining the best available material in hand if

there are many copies of the same film available for selection during

film acquisiton, as well as in the designation of archival status to such

material. Film generation can mostly be determined by visual inspection

of experienced eyes. Film conservators may look at the film image

contrast, the distribution of highlight, grey and shadow areas, edge

codes, the nature of film materials, signs or traces of print-through

images of perforation, edge code and even print-through splices of

picture or soundtrack to estimate how far the material under inspection

is from the first generation. At least, the assessment can tell whether

the material being inspected is meant for projection or duplication.

Although there is always a price to pay in image duplication, the

undesirable effects can be minimised with proper application of image

control techniques. There are several traditional photomechanical

methods available to reduce the image contrast, namely, pre-flashing

or post-flashing the negative for duplication, pull processing, chemical

fog treatment and printing with low contrast film stock. To pre-flash

or post-flash the negative for duplication is to expose it to a low-level

white light before or after the actual exposure of image in the

duplication process respectively prior to film development. Pull

processing, in contrast to push (or forced) processing, reduces the

development time of the negative to create the underdeveloped image

which generally has finer grains and reduced contrast. The abandoned

chemical fog treatment method works in the principle of using chemical

foggant to induce increased fog level and thus reduces the tonal range

and seemingly lowers the overall contrast. It should however be noted

that these techniques can mostly reduce the levels of tonal range and

some may even shift the tonal range to the shadow end or the highlight

end. The loss in details as the number of generation increases cannot

be recovered with these techniques.

It is a common misunderstanding that digital technology can

eliminate all adverse effects of over-duplication in film restoration

projects of old films under the context of film archiving. It is true that

unlike the analogue system, duplicating digital image or file should in

theory not involve any loss as there are error checking and correcting

mechanisms built in the duplication process. Yet, this advantage has

to be realised in future generation of film archiving if the original
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(production) materials are borne digital and the whole processing and

duplication chain of workflow involves no conversion to or from analogue

materials. In reality, if the starting materials are already in analogue form

(just like what is mostly found in archival collections nowadays), in all

subsequent steps of restoration, even if you start by digitising them

immediately in the first step, the loss in details in the original material

can by no means be recovered, needless to say that it also involves

analogue to digital conversion. Information loss arising from previous

over-duplication, high contrast or poorly printed released material can

never be restored. The problem of generation loss may seem to be non-

existent in digital domain, but still the need to determine the number of

generation should not be neglected as over-duplication in digital domain

may one day result in total loss of the file  or render it unreadable

anymore. Recent advances in film archiving research also point to the

direction of building metadata to keep track of any conversion or

duplication throughout the lifetime of a digital object in order to establish

its authenticity and integrity in digital preservation. 

Edward Tse is Assistant Curator I (Conservation) of the HKFA.

Recent Visits

hkfa@lcsd.gov.hk

The HKFA sent out a questionnaire with ProFolio in October to collect

readers’ views on ProFolio and Newsletter. Of the 100-odd responses

received, over 80% expressed satisfaction with the content and layout.

Some respondents also expressed their opinion in writing. We are

encouraged by the positive comments and will take the criticisms as

incentive to improve our services. We extend sincere thanks to our readers

and audience for their support. Comments are always welcome. Please

write to us either by mail or e-mail at hkfa@lcsd.gov.hk.

Events

HKFA Readership Poll

1. The same phenomenon of image quality degradation with over-
duplication can also be observed in reversal system where the direct
result of duplication from a positive is positive and vice versa.

2. In the case of low-budget or independent film productions, printing
directly from original negative to make release prints is still very common
provided that the number of release prints required is not large.

3. In fact, there is always a chance of error in the content in each copying
process of a digital file. Usually the error correcting mechanism would
be able to correct most errors. Sometimes the error may be so numerous
or the extent so large that the error concealing mechanism would come
to play an important role in making the error invisible to the user.
However, such errors are accumulative and when their effects are so
great and it is out of the capability of the error concealing mechanism,
the system would just fail to open the digital object anymore.

4. Metadata is the data about data. It is the data used to locate other data
that is important to the user.  It is essentially a term in library science.

To complement the ‘Staff

Exchange Programme with

Beijing Municipal People’s

Government’, Jin Tong, Chang

Lin and Li Junfeng (2nd to 4th

left) of the Beijing Culture

Bureau exchanged views and

shared experiences with HKFA

staff on 14 December 2006.

Christian Dimitriu (middle),

Sen io r  Admin i s t ra to r  o f

International Federation of Film

Archives, came to meet with

Mable Ho, Acquisition Manager

and Edward Tse , head of

Conservation Section on 6

February 2007.
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The 10th SEAPAVAA Conference and General Assembly

Donors 11.2006-1.2007

Mr Ijsbrand Rogge

Dr Paolo Cherchi Usai

Since its inception, SEAPAVAA has played an active role in promoting preservation

and archiving of audiovisual materials. Under the theme entitled ‘The Visible Archive:

Access, Advocacy and Accountability’, the 10th SEAPAVAA Conference and General

Assembly was held in Canberra, Australia from 12 to 18 November 2006. Edward

Tse and Lawrence Hui, heads of the Conservation and IT Systems Sections, attended

on behalf of the HKFA to share their experiences with other conference participants.

Paolo Cherchi Usai, Director of National
Film and Sound Archive, delivered a
keynote speech to the delegates.

Edward Tse talked about special effects in early cinema with
Twin Sisters of the South (1939).

National Film and Sound
Archive, one of the organising
institutes of the Conference.

The 10th SEAPAVAA Conference and General Assembly was
held at Shine Dome.
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Events

Moving Spaces

Bringing back to life the best-remembered filmic spaces in movie

classics with meticulously crafted models and sketches, the

‘Moving Spaces’ exhibition (2006/12/9-2007/3/18) escorts the

audience on a journey of fantasy and ecstasy. Walking through

the labyrinth at the opening on 9 December were (from left)

Director Cheung Tung-joe, Albert Lee (Chief Manager/Film &

Cultural Exchange, LCSD), Winnie Fu (HKFA Programmer), Peter

Mänz (Deutsche Kinemathek-Museum for Film and Television),

Oliver Wong (art director of Kung Fu Hustle), Michael Müller-

Verweyen (Director of Goethe-Institut HK), and Cyrus Ho

(Chairman of Hong Kong Film Arts Association).

The ‘Space and Mood in Production Design’ seminar held on 27 January.  (From

left) Bryan Chang (film critic), Winnie Fu, Terence Tam (project manager of

cybertecture company) and Alex Hui (Curator (Education) of University Museum

and Art Gallery, HKU) delved into the possibilities of filmic spaces from different

perspectives.

The ‘Creation of Filmic Spaces’ seminar held on 13 January. Accompanied by

art directors (from left) Oliver Wong and Cyrus Ho, host Winnie Fu and Yankwai

Wong gathered to share their experiences and talk about the creative process

and difficulties of production design.
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